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Abstract-In this paper, a obtain and trenchant request group was introduced for  monitoring, transcription and 

occupation for the cloud employment. Here in this theme we uses a   conception of cloud functionary sanction for the 

oversight of billing. The cloud notary human generates mutually empirical back content. Moreover to furnish a forgery-

resistive SLA monitoring execution. Cloud official authorization make mutual empirical which helps in breakdown 

prospective debate between somebody and cloud help bourgeois. More many special right for user is relinquished by 

providing soul department info  in banking where soul can pay for their usage. 

 

Index Terms—cloud service provider, cloud notary authority, SLA monitoring. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud technology is an main changeover that makes happening in author orientating engineering. Cloud serving provider 

follows pay-as-you-go pricing motion which implementation consumer uses as numerous resources as he beggary and billed by 

the bourgeois supported on the resourcefulness exhausted. CSP lot a level of aid in the structure of a aid train instrument. For 

transparent request. Each request dealing should be weather proof against for billing records, they cannot cater trait. It is due to 

soul or CSP can add the asking records. To master these limitations the introduced system a unafraid billing system. The exercise 

an prompt mutual empirical asking system in a cloud supported surroundings with inferior computational value and less operating 

overheads.  

- The primary lens is to learn an effective request grouping so that the cloud upkeep businessperson will provide a quality 

of assistance. 

- To modify against forgery and dishonorable modifications of the transactions, a secured  bag band module  is introduced 

in the scheme.  

- Third party commerce for any software or any inventiveness can be through finished banking and gateway.  

The scheme should be preserved with less computational costs and inferior active overheads. Cloud computing is an eventful 

transmutation that makes change in maintenance minded engineering. Cloud function bourgeois follows pay-as-you-go pricing 

come which substance consumer uses as some resources as he pauperization and billed by the bourgeois supported on the 

imagination consumed. Apiece request dealing should be bastioned against forgery and imitative modifications[1]. Though CSPs 

render service request records, they cannot render trustworthiness. It is due to somebody or CSP can qualify the asking records.  

Magnifier of the throw is to provide a treble securable and non obstructive asking group. Cloud Notification Expert (CNA) 

generates the post with binding message[2]. The treat, which involves a generation of mutually verifiable costive info among all 

the participating entities on the part of a one-way hash formation, is computationally economical for a raw boned computer and 

the CSP. So alter head of a cloud grouping cannot add or distort the assemblage. 

II. USER INTERFACE DESIGN 

User Interface Design have a purpose that a user to move from login page to user page of the website. In this we want to enter 

our user name and password provided by Service provider. If we enter the valid password and user name then only the user can 

move login page to user window while entering user name and password it will check  username and password is match or not. If 

we enter any wrong username or wrong password it generates some error message.  So we are preventing from unauthorized user 

entering into the service provider website. It will provide a good security for our project. So Service provider contain user name 

and password server also check the authentication of the user. It will improve the security and preventing from unauthorized user 

enters into the website. In our project we are using java swings for creating design. Here we are validating the users who are 

going to access the Service providers. 

III. CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER 

Activity businessperson has a job of providing a function suchlike software to the cloud users. In our planned method, CSP 

doesn't support billing dealings to the soul. It is due to the saneness if billing dealings performed in the CSP then complexity in 

warranty to be provided for request dealings increases the overhead [3]. If the someone logged in for union, CSP pass the 

someone whether he\she is an genuine user or not. Erst if somebody is recovered documented user then it waits for force analyse 

in message added it open any unauthenticated person it module publicise the nonachievement substance. If it conventional the aid 

arrest in content then it responds the soul by transmitting the concordance and hash constraint (one care to the mortal. It is also 
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bonk a communicate with the Cloud functionary somebody [5]. It will cater the function until it perceive the assistance inspection 

message. The CSP enables users to flake their volume upward or downwardly regarding their technology requirements and to pay 

exclusive for the capacity that they actually use. 

IV. USER 

User can access a service from the Cloud Service Provider by authenticated login process. We assume that users are thin clients 

who use services in the cloud computing environment. Tostart a service session in such an environment, each user makes a 

service check-in request to the CSP with a billing transaction[6]. To end the service session, the user can make a service check-

out request to the CSP with a billing transaction. Once if the users send the service check-in message it can get the contract from 

the CSP[7]. After receiving the one time keywords in the contract it can be able to access the service from the CSP. Now user log 

details are stored in Monitor for future disputes. After accessing the service, user want billing transaction. If he\she wants the bill 

means it should send the contract of the CSP with contract of the user  to the CNA. If both the details checked by the CNA are 

identical then user can receive the bill binding information along with confirmation message [9]. If any error occurred or forgery 

activity found from the user side then the user will receive the penalty for that.  

V. CLOUD NOTARY AUTHORITY 

Cloud Notary Authority acts as a THEMIS in our cloud billing transaction. He is an authority to generate the billing transaction 

for the cloud service. The CNA provides a mutually verifiable integrity mechanism that combats the malicious behavior of users 

or the CSP [6]. The process, which involves a generation of mutually verifiable binding information among all the involved 

entities on the basis of a one-way hash chain (One time key), is computationally efficient for a user and the CSP. If user wants 

billing for the service then it sends the contract of the user and contract of CSP to the CNA. In CNA it checks both the contract; if 

it is found as identical then it generates the bill as binding information and sends the confirmation message to the user and the 

CSP. If it is not identical then it receives the log details from the monitor[7]. If forgery found at user side it sends the penalty to 

the user. If it found at CSP side it cancels the payment to the CSP. CNA provide the billing transaction which can be verifiable 

and also forgery resistive in cloud environment. 

VI. MONITOR 

Protector is a power which continuously monitors all the log activities of the CSP and the person. For monitoring it uses a 

technique called S-Mon. The S-Mon has a forgery-resistive SLA measuring and logging mechanism, which enables it to display 

SLA violations and strike non indulgent actions in a trusted demeanour. After the help conference is dressed, the data logged byS-

Mon are delivered to the CAN [8]. We devised S-Mon in specified a way that it can be deployed as an SLA monitoring ability in 

the computing resources of the human. Erstwhile SLA has been violated S-Mon sends all the log information to the CAN[6]. 

After verifying the log details CNA perform boost activity. Shielder has a local sepulture for storing all the log information of the 

somebody to lizard the SLA for the prospective disputes. So it can be falsifiable in future too. Here reminder plays chief 

enactment against asking transaction 

VII. VII.ACTION AGAINST SLA VIOLATION 

Formerly the CNA plant forgery from cloud services it can't directly brook any state against them without wise the grounds. 

At that clip it sends the communication to Monitor to publicize the all log details some the dealings. Formerly it receives the log 

communication from the watercraft it compares the lessen and the log info. Formerly the forgery open from CSP indorse it 

cancels the mercantilism to the CSP and beam the communication to the CSP. If it open from the mortal endorse it distribute 

penalization to the person according to the sternness of the forgery from the someone cut and sends the substance to the mortal. 

CNA also maintains the local intimate after the activeness purloined against the SLA immorality 

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF BILLING SYSTEM 

Initially on the start of  process, user has to register to the bank along with his personnel details [1]. Once the user information 

is submitted, bank generate an account number for the specific user along with there details. Initial deposit for our account has to 

be done in the banking process itself. After which user registration details along with account number is entered in login page. In 

prior administrator will upload the required software along with its service period and service cost in website for the user 

requirement. User sends request  for the required software to administrator[2]. Administrator response to the user request by 

sending service level agreement, these service level agreement can be viewed in administrator privilege. Similarly user can view 

his  service in service level agreement in user privilege mode. These service level agreement both from user and administrator 

have to be saved and uploaded in cloud notification authority along with bill and payment. Software details along with user, 

Cloud service provider SLA, USER SLA, bill date are monitored in cloud notification authority.  

IX. CONCLUSION 

Significantly reduces the billing transaction overhead. We proposed a forgery resistive SLA measuring and logging 

mechanism. By integrating the module into each cloud resource, we made more non obstructive and securable billing 

transactions.  In future, the deployment of THEMIS in the context of existing cloud computing services requires minimal 

modification to the CSPs, CNA and users if seeking to provide mutually verifiable billing transactions. Our next step is to 

consider the scalability and fault tolerance of THEMIS. We believe that putting multiple trusted third parties in charge of the 

CNA is an appropriate way forward, as is the case with the PKI. We are working towards a THEMIS-basedsystem with more 

fault tolerance against scalable billing. 
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